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Abstract

Paranasal sinuses located in the bones surrounding the nasal cavity are called maxillary, ethmoid, frontal and sphenoid sinuses. In relation with their location, these sinuses contribute to the development of the facial structures, jaws and upper airway. During the developmental process of the paranasal sinuses, anatomic variations can occur in consequence of intra and extramural migration of the ethmoid air cells, overpneumatization or hypoplasia of the sinuses and bulging of the neurovascular structures to the sinuses. Some of these anatomic variations may affect the drainage pathways, pave the way for chronic infections and cause difficulties when performing paranasal sinuses surgery. Therefore, the aim of this chapter was to examine the paranasal sinus anatomic variations with cone beam computed tomography (CBCT).
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1. Introduction

Paranasal sinuses are located in the bones surrounding the nasal cavity; and they are called according to anatomical relations such as maxillary, ethmoid, frontal and sphenoid sinuses. The sinuses develop mostly after birth, and their degree of development varies greatly. It is controversial that paranasal sinuses have an aid to facial growth and development or persist as residual remnants of an evolutionary structure found in an additional role as an adjunct to the nasal cavity [1–5]. There are numerous results explaining the function of paranasal sinuses.

In relation with their location, these sinuses contribute to the development of the facial structures, jaws, upper airway, some degree of warmth and humidification to inspired air, thermal isolation, resonance of voice, weight of the skull and expansion of olfactory surfaces.
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The paranasal sinuses can act to improve nasal function; they improve the production of nitric oxide and in aiding the immune defences of the nasal cavity [1]. Besides, the sinuses can show adaptability to environmental stress in relation to human facial morphology, for example, human paranasal sinuses have been shown to have higher volumes in individuals living in warmer climates [2, 3].

Additionally, there are findings relating the paranasal sinuses with vascular thermal mechanism. The vascular mechanism in which the arterial blood destined for the brain is cooled by venous blood returning from the evaporating surfaces of the head is called the carotid rete [4]. However, in terms of missing the selective brain cooling mechanism temporarily or permanently, a vascular structure that facilitates counter-current heat exchange is located at the base of the skull in some mammals. In case of lacking a vascular mechanism or an aid to the selective brain cooling system, larger paranasal sinuses and also broader nasal cavity would be providing more evaporating surfaces; such variations have been shown in individuals, especially living in hot climates [4].

Paranasal sinuses may assure harmony in facial growth and make the skull lighter. They also can be seen as a protector of the brain. In prenatal growth and development, the facial cranium distinctly retracts, the maxillary sinus is enlarged because of the new osteogenic activity for erupting molar teeth. During embryogenic life, the functions of the sinuses such as air conditioning progress in harmony with the change in the dental arch and the enlargement of the masticatory muscles.

In addition, the mucociliary apparatus has an important role in maintaining the integrity of the nasal airway and paranasal sinuses as well as that of the rest of the respiratory tract, that is, mucociliary transport relies not only on coordinated ciliary activity but also on mucus and its specific rheological properties.

2. Imaging techniques of paranasal sinuses

2.1. Conventional X rays

The conventional imaging techniques have included Water’s (occipitomental view), Caldwell (occipitofrontal view), lateral (cephalometric), basal and oblique and submentovertex radiographies for the sinuses.

Sinus X rays are still frequently used in the evaluation of paranasal sinuses. The conventional diagnostic tools of two-dimensional X rays have shown various advantages such as low amount of radiation doses, simple and quick, noninvasive and low-cost advantages. According to recent studies, a low-dose high-resolution three-dimensional scans might be given more accurate diagnostic data for certain conditions such as surgical intervention, anatomic variations and nasal and osteomeatal unit evaluation. However, appearance of new digital two-dimensional systems with numerous features of image enhancement, in addition to the mentioned advantages, might represent digital two-dimensional radiography as a simple and acceptable modality in this field [5].
The Water’s view is also known as the occipitomental view, where the X-ray beam is angled at 37° to the canthomeatal line. The radiographic plate is placed positioning towards the face and perpendicular to the midsagittal plane. It is commonly used to view of maxillary sinuses.

Lateral X-ray images show the osteogenic border of maxillary, sphenoid and frontal sinuses. It specially is used to survey the skull and facial bones for evidence of disease, trauma and developmental anomalies in orthodontics. Lateral cephalograms is also used for assessing facial growth.

Caldwell’s view projects the osteogenic border of frontal sinus well. It has also included excellent capability in illustrating opasified frontal sinuses and ethmoidal air cells as well as nasal septum deviation [5].

Submentovertex view often is used for evaluating fractures and displacement of fractured zygomatic arch. However, this view is contraindicated with the cases suspected for spinal injury. On the other hand, it reveals the position of the condyles, sphenoid sinus, and the lateral wall of maxillary sinuses, which is an obvious advantage of visualizing of paranasal sinuses’ air and fluid levels for sphenoid sinus. But, the view could be ineffective to reveal the degree of chronic inflammatory diseases especially for ethmoid sinuses [6]. Yet some findings such as opacification of the sphenoid sinus in mucocele, the radiographic identification is usually possible [7]. Such inconstancies emphasize the need for more detailed tomography [5–7].

### 2.2. Computed tomography

Computed tomography (CT) is currently the modality of choice in the evaluation of paranasal sinuses. A variety of CT scans such as conventional and/or cone beam CT techniques offer certain advantages and disadvantages even in comparison with other imaging techniques. Therefore, a primary concern to the clinician evaluating the paranasal sinuses should be conceiving an effective methodology [6–8].

CT imaging of the sinuses has been acquired in the axial, antero-posterior, and coronal planes as well as three-dimensional visual images using contiguous scans [8]. Either two-dimensional or three-dimensional usage of CT scans brings various advantages such as displaying bone and soft tissue anatomy and extent of diseases related with paranasal sinuses and around the paranasal sinuses [6–8]. In contrast, the conventional X-ray imaging methods, CT scans, can guide clearly visualization of the sinus anatomy, ostiomeatal channels, which is extremely useful in the pre-operative planning and in post-operative follow-up in cases of surgical interventions. Thus, the combination of CT scans with additional imaging methods such as functional endoscopy will bring significant advantage to treat particular cases more effectively, facilitating reduced morbidity and complications.

It is well stated that current multi-slice multi-channel CT scanners can acquire slices as thin as 0.5-mm images in any desired plane [6]. In some special conditions, such as lack of availability of multi-channel CT scan, scanning might be routinely finalized with contiguous 3-mm-thick images [6]. Although the diagnostic quality of CT scanning is accepted as sufficient, the radiation dose may be controversial [7, 8]. Therefore, numerous considerable reduction techniques
in radiation exposure alternatives have been the most challenging issue for the manufacturer. Recently, cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) was introduced for dental and maxillofacial imaging [9]. CBCT has several advantages over traditional CT, including lower radiation dose, higher image resolution and lower cost of machine [10]. CBCT scans can be as thin as 0.125 mm, compared to 0.5–3 mm for CT.

2.3. Cone beam computed tomography

CBCT was first described in 1980 and was first applied to dentomaxillofacial radiology in 1998 [11, 12]. CBCT is accepted as one of the pioneering tool assessing paranasal sinuses by dentists, maxillofacial radiologists and otolaryngologists [11]. The technique has several advantages as mentioned above such as higher resolution and lower radiation doses.

3. Variations of paranasal sinuses

During the developmental process of the paranasal sinuses, ethmoid sinuses have a strategic central position. Especially, extramural and intramural expansion of the ethmoid cells causes highly variable anatomy in the nasal complex [13]. These anatomic variations may contribute to the occurrence of the paranasal sinus disease or cause operative complications when performing sinus surgery. While some of the anatomic variations such as concha bullosa, agger nasi cell (ANC), nasal septum deviation, pneumatization of the uncinate process and Haller’s cell compromise already narrow the drainage pathways and produce obstruction in the osteomatal unit (OMU) and thereby recurrent sinusitis [14], others from the onodi cell, protrusion of the internal carotid artery (ICA), optic nerve (ON), vidian canal (VC) and maxillary nerve (MN) to the sphenoid sinus can cause complications such as fatal bleeding, blindness and neurologic sequelae [15]. Consequently, it is necessary to determine the anatomy and the variations of the sinuses, particularly when the patient needs functional endoscopic sinus surgery (FESS).

3.1. Agger nasi cell

Embryologically, the lateral nasal wall has five foetal ridges and six furrows. Each ridge has an ascending and descending part. While some of the ridges and furrows disappear or fuse, some of them compromise the nasal concha. No concha develops from the first ethmoturbinal, but the remnant of the ascending portion forms the ANC [16, 17].

Extramural migration of the anterior ethmoid cells to the frontal process of the maxilla is called ANC [18]. This cell is in a close relationship with the lacrimal bone and affects the shape and size of the frontal recess (FR) anteriorly (Figure 1) [16]. Coronal CT images provide the clear identification of the ANC; however, sagittal views demonstrate the relation between the frontal sinus ostium, FR and ANC (Figure 2) [19]. The reported prevalence of ANC ranges from 15 to 92% [17, 19–22]. Also, Scribano et al. [23] reported that ANC was seen in nearly all patients. If there is an extensive pneumatization, it is thought that an enlarged ANC may narrow the drainage pathway of the frontal sinus and result in a chronic sinusitis [19]. However, no significant relationship was found between the ANC and frontal sinusitis [17, 20, 21].
Figure 1. Sagittal CBCT images showing the large ANC (arrow) and its relation with the FR (line).

Figure 2. Coronal CBCT showing large ANC (arrow) on the left side which narrows the FR.
3.2. Infraorbital ethmoid cell (Haller’s cell)

Haller’s cells are defined as extramural migration of the posterior ethmoid cells situated beneath the floor of the orbit (the roof of the maxillary sinus), below the ethmoid bulla, most inferior portion of the lamina papyracea, and lateral to the uncinate process [18, 24]. The frequency rates of Haller’s cell have been variously reported to be between 6 and 51% [17, 19–22, 24–27]. These cells are closely related with the maxillary sinus ostium, and according to its size, they may negatively affect the maxillary sinus ventilation (Figure 3). Although the presence of this anatomic variant was thought to be a predisposing factor for sinusitis, no statistically significant correlation was found in many studies [17, 20–22, 27]. However, Stackpole and Edelstein [26] classified Haller’s cell as small, medium and large, and they found a statistically significant increase in maxillary sinus mucosal disease in patients with medium and large cells than the small ones.

3.3. Onodi (sphenoethmoid) cell

Extension of the most posterior ethmoid cells into the sphenoid sinus is termed as the onodi cell. This cell is located in the superolateral wall of the sphenoid sinus and is closely associated with the optic nerve (Figure 4) [18]. The reported prevalence of onodi cells is highly variable in the studies. The importance of these cells comes from risk of injury to the optic nerve when performing the sphenoid sinus surgery or the transsphenoidal approach to the hypophyseal fossa and a potential cause of incomplete sphenoidectomy [28]. The mean minimum of bone thickness between the onodi cell and optic nerve was reported as 0.08 mm by Thanaviratananich et al. [29] in a cadaveric study. Therefore, these nerves are particularly
vulnerable to injury, and orbital complications such as blindness may occur during the surgery. Although optic nerve injury is the most important surgical complication in patients with onodi cells, there are other risks to vision as well. During the transsphenoidal surgery, onodi cells may limit the exposure of the sellar floor and should be removed [30, 31].

Onodi cells are not the single factor of the sphenoid sinusitis; however, with other predisposing factors, they may increase the prevalence of the sphenoiditis [32]. On the other hand, isolated mucoceles in an onodi cell may comprise the optic nerve and cause optic neuropathy [33, 34].

3.4. Concha bullosa

Intramural migration of the posterior ethmoid cells to the middle turbinate is called concha bullosa (CB) [18]. This anatomic variation was divided into three groups according to extent of the pneumatization: lamellar type (pneumatization in the lamellar portion), bulbous type (pneumatization in the bulbous portion; Figure 5), and extensive type (pneumatization in both vertical lamellar and inferior bulbous portion) [35]. The prevalence of the CB varies from 4.6 to 89.5% [17, 20–22, 36–39]. This may be due to the different definition criteria for CB. While some researchers defined the CB as any degree of pneumatization in the middle concha regardless of location, the others restricted CB to specific locations.

CB is often associated with contralateral deviation of the nasal septum [16, 37]. It is still debated in the literature whether CB has a role in sinusitis aetiology. However, in most of the studies, no statistical significant relationship is found between the CB and maxillary sinusitis [17, 20–22, 36–39].
Pneumatization of the superior and inferior turbinate is also called superior and inferior concha bullosa. Superior and inferior CB are rare anatomic variations. If the pneumatization is extensive in the superior concha, it may cause headache with nasal obstruction and mucosal contact without any inflammation [19].

3.5. Uncinate bulla

Pneumatization of the uncinate process is referred to as uncinate bulla (UB) (Figure 6). This anatomic variation is believed to be extension of the ANC into the anterosuperior portion of the uncinate process [18]. UB may cause functional blockage of the osteomeatal unit. If the uncinate process is medially displaced and comes in contact with the middle turbinate, it may cause obstruction in OMU [19, 27, 39].
3.6. Secondary concha

Secondary inferior, middle, or superior turbinate (Figure 7) are very rare anatomical variations. Embryologically, extra turbinates are consisted of secondary invagination and evaginations from the lateral nasal wall [40]. The incidence of the secondary middle turbinate is reported to be between the 2 and 14.3% [17, 19, 40, 41]. Secondary middle turbinate originates from the lateral nasal wall, and posterior part of the middle meatus and lamina papyracea may be damaged during the surgical operation for it [41].

3.7. Ethmomaxillary sinus

Extension of an enlarged posterior ethmoid cell above the maxillary sinus is called ethmomaxillary sinus (EMS). It is important to differentiate the maxillary sinus with septa and EMS [42–44]. While septate maxillary sinus drains into the middle meatus, EMS drains into the superior meatus (Figure 8) [43]. EMS is a rare anatomic variation, and the reported incidence of this anatomic variation ranges from 0.7 to 2% [42–44].

3.8. Sphenomaxillary plate

The partition between the ethmoid and maxillary sinus is called ethmomaxillary plate which is triangular in shape. In case of extensive pneumatization as a continuation of the ethmomaxillary plate, a thin-walled separating partition between the sphenoid and maxillary sinus is called sphenomaxillary plate (SMP) (Figure 9) [25, 45, 46]. It is important to identify this anatomic variation which may be mistaken for posterior ethmoid cells during transantral ethmoidectomy and increases the risk of inadvertent entry to the sphenoid sinus [45]. Reported incidence of the SMP was 11 [45], 14 [46], and 15% [19].

Figure 7. Coronal CBCT images showing the bifid superior turbinate.
3.9. Sphenoid sinus ICA and MN relations

Sphenoid sinus is located within the body of the sphenoid bone and closely related with the numerous neurovascular structures. ICA and MN lie adjacent to the lateral wall of the sphenoid sinus and during their passage may produce variable bulging into the sinus [18]. These neurovascular structures are covered by a thin bone separating the ICA and MN from the sphenoid sinus mucosa. Sometimes, this bony canal covering is found to be partially dehiscent, and ICA and MN are only covered by the mucoperiosteum. In this situation, neurovascular structures become vulnerable to infection and damage [15, 47].

The prevalence of the ICA bulging (Figure 10) into the sphenoid sinus varies from 3 to 41% [15, 47–51]. In case of bulging, an ICA injury may occur due to a trauma or a complication of sinus disease. If the surgeon is not aware of this variation, fatal haemorrhage can occur; it is
hardly possible to control the bleeding from this artery, and neurological sequelae are inevitable [15, 51]. Another complication during the surgery is if the septum in the sphenoid sinus (Figure 11) adheres to the wall of the ICA, the surgeon must be careful about not fracturing it to avoid the artery damage [18, 50].

The frequency rates of MN bulging (Figure 12) have been reported to be between 14.2 and 30.3% [47, 50, 51]. MN is also at risk during sphenoid sinus surgery, and sinus pathology may be related with the trigeminal neuralgia [52].

3.10. Pneumatization of the pterygoid, anterior versus posterior clinoid process

There are two definitions about the pterygoid process (PP) pneumatization (Figure 13) in the literature. If there is an extensive sphenoid sinus pneumatization that extends beyond a horizontal plane crossing the VC [51], or a plane between the VC and FR [15, 47], it is considered

Figure 10. ICA protrusion into the sphenoid sinus bilaterally.

Figure 11. Axial CBCT images. Sphenoid sinus septum adheres to the ICA wall bilaterally.
that patient has PP pneumatization. If the sinus expands to the pterygoid processes, the sinus floor creates a definite ridge where the vidian channel is located. PP pneumatization may lead to the formation of a potential cavity for the accumulation of sinus-associated purulent exudate [47]. PP pneumatization is a very important surgical route for access to the middle part of the skull base without brain retraction. This route can be used in the endoscopic repair of the leak of cerebrospinal fluid and endoscopic biopsy of skull-base lesions [53].

Pneumatization of the sphenoid sinus may extend into the anterior (Figure 14) or posterior clinoid (Figure 15) process. In most of the study, ACP pneumatization was found to be significantly associated with the optic nerve protrusion [15, 47, 48, 51].

Figure 12. Bilateral MN protrusion into the sphenoid sinus.

Figure 13. Coronal CBCT images show the bilateral remarkable PP pneumatization.
The posterior clinoid process pneumatization prevalence is reported to be 1% by Lu et al. [54].

3.11. Nasal septum deviation and pneumatization

Congenital or acquired deviation could be seen in the nasal septum (Figure 16). Deviated nasal septum may compress the middle turbinate laterally and narrow the middle meatus [52]. The reported prevalence of nasal septum deviation ranges from 18 to 75.9% [20, 21, 25, 27, 29, 55].

Figure 14. Extensive pneumatization of the sphenoid sinus to the bilateral ACP.

Figure 15. Posterior clinoid process pneumatization on the left side.
Air cells are usually located within the posterosuperior portion of the nasal septum (Figure 17) and related with the sphenoid sinus. These cells may also be affected by any inflammation within the paranasal sinus [18]. This anatomic variation is generally not important but sometimes may narrow the sphenoethmoid recess [52].

Figure 16. Nasal septum deviation to the right side with a septal spur.

Figure 17. Nasal septum pneumatization.
3.12. Interfrontal sinus septa cell

Interfrontal sinus septa cells (IFSSCs) are defined as discrete air cells in the frontal sinus septum (Figure 18) [56]. These cells drain into one of the FR and are well defined in the coronal and axial scans [57]. The incidence rate in the literature is reported as 12.4 [56] and 14% [58].

3.13. Supraorbital ethmoid cell

Supraorbital ethmoid cell (SOEC) is formed by anterior ethmoid cells that pneumatize the roof of the orbit behind the posterior wall of the frontal sinus (Figure 19) [25]. If the pathology in these cells cannot be determined, it may lead to failure of operations performed on the frontal sinus. On coronal images, the presence of bony septum between the ethmoid complex and the recess separates the frontal sinus from the SOEC [18]. These cells drain into the lateral aspect of the FR [57]. Because of the close relation between the SOEC and anterior ethmoidal artery, enlarging the SOEC could risk damage to the artery [59].

Figure 18. The coronal image shows the IFSSC.

Figure 19. Bilateral supraorbital ethmoid cells.
3.14. Crista galli pneumatization

The pneumatized crista galli (Figure 20) is associated with the frontal recess, and with the obstruction of this ostium, chronic sinusitis or mucocele formation may occur in crista galli [18].

Figure 20. Aeration of the crista galli.

4. Conclusion

Paranasal sinus variations are very common. Before the sinus surgery, CBCT is the best imaging method with lower radiation dose for the determination of sinonasal anatomy.
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